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### TUTORIALS

- **PI 101: TAKE SCREENSHOTS**
  A simple function that has advanced uses
  
- **BUILD AN LED MATRIX**
  This month's Pi Bakery is part one of The Matrix
  
- **LEARN PYGAME ZERO: PART 3**
  Make a sliding puzzle with Pygame
  
- **MAKE A DINNER KLAXON**
  Shouting doesn’t cut it with everyone
  
- **AUTOMATE PI WITH CRON**
  Schedule tasks on your Raspberry Pi
  
- **MAKE GAMES IN C PART 9**
  Make the screen move with your character
  
- **READ SENSE HAT WITH RUST**
  Measure environmental factors with Rust
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### HOME SECURITY

Make your home safe with Raspberry Pi

### YOUR PROJECTS

### MAKE GAMES

### GOOGLE TPU

### ASTRO PI

### MISSION SPACE LAB

### FORMULA PI

### LITTLE GREEN TOWER

### COMMUNITY

- **THE MONTH IN RASPBERRY PI**
  Find out about the Japanese Pi community!
  
- **EVENTS SCHEDULE**
  Where you can enjoy Pi in the real world this month
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